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Summary  

Microglia are ubiquitous CNS-resident macrophages that maintain homeostasis of neural 
tissues and protect them from pathogen attacks. Yet, their differentiation in different 
compartments remains elusive. We performed single cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) to compare 
microglial subtypes in the cortex and the spinal cord. A multi-way comparative analysis was 
carried out on samples from C57/BL and HIV gp120 transgenic mice at two, four, and eight 
months of age.  The results revealed overlapping but distinct microglial populations in the 
cortex and the spinal cord. The differential heterogeneity of microglia in these CNS regions 
was further suggested by their disparity of plasticity in response to life span progression and 
HIV-1 pathogenic protein gp120. Our findings indicate that microglia in different CNS 
compartments are adapted to their local environments to fulfil region-specific biological 
functions.  
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Introduction  

The CNS-resident macrophages―microglia play critical roles in CNS development, 
homeostasis, and inflammation. During development, microglia participate in neural circuit 
formation by regulating specific processes such as axon outgrowth and synapse maturation 
and pruning (Hoshiko et al., 2012; Schafer et al., 2013).  In adults, microglia actively survey 
the microenvironment to maintain homeostasis (Brioschi et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; 
Nimmerjahn et al., 2005). In response to infection or injury, microglia are activated to remove 
pathogens, damaged cells and dysfunctional synapse, and facilitate tissue repair (Gehrmann 
et al., 1995).  

The diverse functionality likely arises from different microglial subtypes with distinct 
morphologies and biological activities. For instance, activated non-phagocytic microglia 
appear bushy with short thick branches, undergo rapid proliferation, and secrete pro-
inflammatory signalling molecules (Aloisi, 2001), whereas activated phagocytic microglia 
show an amoeboid shape, and can travel to injury sites to engulf  cell debris (Aloisi, 2001; 
Brioschi et al., 2019). Activated microglia were used to be classified into pro-inflammatory 
M1 and anti-inflammatory M2 subtypes. However, emerging evidence suggests that this 
dichotomous model is insufficient to describe microglial heterogeneity, which likely includes 
a spectrum of microglial subtypes  (Ginhoux et al., 2016; Ransohoff, 2016).  The biological 
basis of microglial heterogeneity is still poorly understood.  

Single cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) provides powerful means to characterize microglial 
heterogeneity. Transcriptomic data generated from this approach revealed novel microglial 
subtypes(Keren-Shaul et al., 2017; Li et al., 2019).  Microglia appear more heterogeneous 
during early development, compared with adult stages (Li et al., 2019; Masuda et al., 2019). 
Yet, microglia in adult brains are still plastic and can adapt to different phenotypes in 
response to pathogenic insults. At least four activated microglial subtypes with hallmarks of 
inflammation, proliferation, interferon response, and demyelination respectively have been 
identified in mouse models of aging and neurodegenerative diseases (Friedman et al., 2018; 
Hammond et al., 2019; Keren-Shaul et al., 2017; Li et al., 2019; Masuda et al., 2019; Mathys 
et al., 2017).  

Emerging scRNA-seq evidence suggests spatial and temporal heterogeneity of microglia in 
the brain (Brioschi et al., 2019).  These findings indicate regional and age-dependent 
plasticity of microglia. However, the mechanism and biological significance of the 
spatiotemporally regulated microglial heterogeneity are unclear.  

In this study, we performed scRNA-seq analysis on 119,833 unsorted cells dissociated from 
two-, four- and eight-month old Wt and Tg brain cortices and spinal cords. We identified 
32,898 microglia and compared microglial heterogeneity in the cortex and the spinal cord of 
adult mice. We found that in Wt mice, both cortical and spinal microglia consisted of the 
homeostatic and inflammatory subtypes although at differential proportions, and that cortical 
and spinal microglia responded differently to age progression. We further demonstrated 
differential plasticity of microglia in cortices and spinal cords in a mouse model of HIV-
associated neurological complications.  The findings suggest a region-specific mechanism in 
controlling the expression of microglial phenotypes and the differentiation of microglial 
functions in different CNS compartments.  
 
  
Results  

Microglial heterogeneity in the brain cortex and the spinal cord from two-month-old 
wild type adult mice.  

To understand the spatial heterogeneity of microglia in the CNS in an unbiased manner, we 
performed droplet-based scRNA-seq (Macosko et al., 2015) on cells dissociated from two-
month-old Wt adult mouse brain cortices and spinal cords (Figure S1A-S1D). With the 
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intention for an unbiased analysis, we did not perform prior FACS. We adapted and 
optimized a density gradient cell separation protocol(Brewer and Torricelli, 2007) to minimize 
cell death from dissociation processes and collected the fractions enriched with microglia for 
the downstream scRNA-seq processing (Figure S1A). Cells dissociated from two cortices 
and two whole spinal cords were pooled respectively. A total of 19,960 unsorted cells from 
the two-month-old cortices (10,000) and spinal cords (9,961) were sequenced to a depth of 
~30,000 raw reads per cell. We set the filter criteria of minimal genes = 300, and 
mitochondrial gene proportion ≤ 10% as a QC control for scRNA-seq data to remove the 
dead and the low-quality cells.  A total of 5,211 cells from the cortex (52 % of cortical cells) 
and 3,780 cells from the spinal cords (38% of spinal cells) passed quality control for 
downstream analysis. We performed t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) 
(Seurat v2.21) to cluster the cortical and spinal cells. The analyses identified 14 clusters 
(Figures 1A and S1C), and individual clusters displayed characteristic expression of specific 
sets of genes (Figure S1D) that defined the cell types of each cluster (Figures 1A and S1C). 
We found all major types of cells in the clusters of cortical cells, including neurons, microglia, 
astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes, with neurons markedly underrepresented (Figure 1A). 
Similar cell types were detected in the spinal clusters, except that few neurons were present 
(Figure 1B). These data indicate microglia were the predominant clusters in both the cortical 
and spinal cells, with few neurons due to the fraction we collected (Figure S1A).  

We used the gene markers Cx3cr1, P2ry12 and Tmem119 to identify microglia (Figures 1A 
and 1B). Three microglial clusters were identified from the cortex (Figure 1A), and two 
microglial clusters from the spinal cord (Figure 1B). These observations indicated a 
difference between cortical and spinal microglia. To visualize this difference, we performed 
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) on pooled cortical and spinal microglia. As shown in 
Figure 1C, cortical and spinal microglia only partially overlapped, showing differences in the 
transcriptomic expression of the two microglial populations.   

To gain more insights into the biological basis of the differences between cortical and spinal 
microglia, we sought to determine the microglial subtypes of individual clusters based on 
their differentially expressed genes. We found that two major clusters in the cortical microglia 
(clusters 0 and 2 in Figure 1A) showed high expression of homeostatic genes (e.g., Cx3cr1, 
Tmem119, P2ry12, and Csf1r)(Masuda et al., 2019), and thus named them as homeostatic 
microglia (HOM-M) (Figures 1A and S2A). The HOM-M subtype constituted 96% of cortical 
microglia. As shown by the clusters on the t-SNE plot (Figure 1A) and gene expression 
heatmap (Figure 1D), the cortical HOM-M consisted of two computationally polarized groups, 
HOM-M1 and HOM-M2. HOM-M2 has slightly lower expression of genes coding ribosomal 
proteins (e.g. Rps11, Rps21, Rpl26) and Rgs10, the gene coding a member of regulator of G 
protein signaling family(Hunt et al., 1996) (Figures 2A and S3). HOM-M (HOM-M1 and HOM-
M2) microglia were enriched with the expression of genes in various molecular pathways 
that are implicated in maintaining homeostatic functions such as P2ry12, consistent with a 
role of HOM-M microglia in damage-sensing(Haynes et al., 2006). We also found HOM-M in 
the spinal microglia, corresponding to cluster 0 on the spinal t-SNE plot (Figure 1B). The 
spinal HOM-M constituted 55% of the microglial population. In contrast to the polarization of 
cortical HOM-M into two groups (HOM-M1 and HOM-M2), the spinal HOM-M microglia were 
not further polarized within the subtype into different clusters (Figures 1B and 1D).  

Another microglial subtype was identified by their unique expression of genes regulating the 
immune response (e.g. Il1a, Il1b, Ccl3, Ccl4) and thus named inflammatory microglia 
(IFLAM-M). This subtype corresponded to cluster 9 in the cortical t-SNE plot (Figure 1A). 
Microglia enriched with cytokine and chemokine genes (e.g. Il1b, Ccl2, Ccl4) were previously 
found from scRNA-seq analysis of human and mouse brains(Hammond et al., 2019; Masuda 
et al., 2019). They were described as inflammatory microglia(Hammond et al., 2019) or 
preactivated microglia(Masuda et al., 2019). The IFLAM-M microglia were enriched with the 
expression of genes involved in cytokines such as Il1b, indicating the biological function of 
this subtype of microglia in mediating proinflammation. Cortical microglia from two-month-old 
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mice only had a small population (4%) of IFLAM-M (Figures 1A, 1D and S2A).  In contrast, 
IFLAM-M constituted 45% of spinal microglia in two-month-old mice (cluster 2 in Figure 1B; 
Figures 1D and S2B). The different sizes of cortical and spinal IFLAM-M populations were 
confirmed by the feature plots of microglial marker genes (Cx3cr1, P2ry12, Tmem119 and 
Csf1r) and IFLAM-M enriched genes (Figure S2). 
 
The temporal differentiation of cortical and spinal microglial plasticity  

The observations of differentiation of cortical but not spinal HOM-M and the drastic 
difference in population sizes of HOM-M and IFLAM-M in the cortex and the spinal cord 
suggest differential heterogeneity of cortical and spinal microglia in the two-month-old mice. 
Next, we sought to determine if the cortical and spinal microglia showed different plasticity. 
To this end, we compared transcriptomes of cortical and spinal microglia at different animal 
ages (two, four and eight months). The remarkable difference in population sizes of HOM-M 
and IFLAM-M in the cortex and spinal cord revealed at two months of age were also seen at 
four and eight months (Figures 2A, 2B and S4). HOM-M were the majority cortical microglia, 
with 96%, 92% and 98% at two-, four- and eight-month-old respectively, whereas the cortical 
IFLAM-M only appeared at two- and four-month, with 4% and 8% respectively.  

Same as with two-month-old microglia, cortical HOM-M were polarized into HOM-M1 and 
HOM-M2 at four and eight months (Figure 2A). Compared to HOM-M1, HOM-M2 expressed 
relatively lower levels of genes coding ribosomal protein and regulator of G protein signaling 
(e.g. Rps11, Rps21, Rpl26, Rgs10) (Figure S3). The functional difference between these two 
clusters is unknown. However, the recent findings of microglial RGS10 as an anti-
inflammatory and neuroprotective mediator(Lee et al., 2011) suggest HOM-M1 and HOM-M2 
may play different roles in CNS inflammation and homeostasis maintenance. In contrast to 
the cortical microglia, no polarization of spinal HOM-M was observed at all ages (Figure 2B).  

The cortical IFLAM-M comprised 4% and 8% of total cortical microglia at two- and four-
month-old respectively (Figure 2A). These microglia expressed inflammatory cytokines (e.g. 
Il1b, Ccl3, CCL4). At eight months, the cortical IFLAM-M was not detected. Unlike the small 
number of cells in the cortical IFLAM-M clusters, the spinal IFLAM-M comprised a large 
population (41% to 54%) of spinal microglia. Spinal IFLAM-M displayed evident alteration 
during aging. At two and eight months, they formed one cluster (Figure 2B). While at four 
months, IFLAM-M were segregated into two clusters, IFLAM-M1 and IFLAM-M2 (Figure 2B). 
IFLAM-M1 expressed genes (e.g. Atf3, Zfp36, Jun, Ccl4, Ccl3, Tnf, Il1α) that regulate acute 
response and inflammation(McMahon and Monroe, 1996; Sokol and Luster, 2015), while 
IFLAM-M2 expressed genes (e.g. Cd14, Gpr84, C5ar1, C3ar1) that module microglia 
activation (Bouchard et al., 2007; Janova et al., 2016) and complement response (Freeley et 
al., 2016). In addition, we found that the percentage of microglia expressing Cd83, Cd14 and 
Il1b increased in the spinal cord at eight months (Figure 2C) but not in the brain cortex, 
suggesting a polarization of spinal microglia toward a pro-inflammatory phenotype at this 
stage (Janova et al., 2016; Rothwell and Luheshi, 2000).  

At eight months, a small cortical microglial cluster (2% of cortical microglia) with the 
signature of interferon-response genes (e.g. Ifit2, Ifit3, and Ifi204) emerged (Figures 2A and 
S5) and was named as interferon response microglia (INF-M). Interferon-related microglia 
were also found in an Alzheimer's disease mouse model(Friedman et al., 2018) and aged 
mouse brains(Hammond et al., 2019). INF-M and the previously identified interferon-related 
microglia(Capuccini et al., 2016)  shared the expression of multiple interferon-stimulated 
genes, although fewer members were identified in INF-M. INF-M was not detected in spinal 
microglia at the same age (Figure 2B).  

A small (3%) spinal-specific microglial cluster appeared at eight months, with a signature 
expression of a set of genes implicated in proliferation and cell cycle control (e.g. Mki67, 
Top2a) (Figure 2B). We named this cluster as proliferation-related microglia (PLF-M). 
Microglia expressing proliferative genes were identified in the developing white matter as 
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proliferative-region-associated microglia (PAM)(Li et al., 2019). However, we did not detect 
in PLF-M the expression of phagocytosis-related genes, which was a signature of PAM(Li et 
al., 2019). PLF-M was not detected in the cortical microglia. The emerging of PLF-M in the 
eight-month-old spinal cord suggest a spinal-specific microglial proliferation during this age. 
 
Cortical and spinal microglial heterogeneity in HIV-1 gp120 Transgenic mice at two 
months of age 

The results described above revealed microglial cortical- and spinal-specific heterogeneity, 
and the significance of this compartment-specific heterogeneity is suggested by its age-
related differential plasticity. Because microglia are CNS resident immune cells, we sought 
to further confirm the biological relevance of the compartment-specific microglial 
heterogeneity by determining their response to pathogenic challenges. To this end, we used 
the HIV-1 gp120 transgenic (Tg) mouse, which expresses secreted gp120 in astrocytes. This 
is a model of HIV-associated neurological disorders, and develops various neuropathology 
(Toggas et al., 1994). Because evident microglial activation was observed in the CNS, the 
gp120 transgenic mouse would provide a good model to investigate microglial heterogeneity 
induced by pathogenic agents.   

We found that microglial heterogeneity was increased both in the cortex and the spinal cord 
of the Tg mice at two months of age (Figures 3A and 3B), compared with the age-matched 
Wt animals (Figures 1A and 1B). Five microglial clusters were identified in the two-month-old 
Tg cortex (Figure 3A). Based on the transcriptomic signature, these clusters included the 
HOM-M (cluster 0 and 1), IFLAM-M (cluster 3), INF-M (cluster 8) and PLF-M (cluster 7) 
(Figure 3A). Compared with that in age-matched Wt mice, two new subtypes PLF-M and 
INF-M were induced in the transgenic mice (Figures 3A-3D), with each constituting ~4% of 
total cortical microglia.  

Compared with cortical microglia, spinal microglia responded differently in the Tg mice at two 
months. Three spinal microglial subtypes were identified (Figure 3B) including the HOM-M 
(cluster 1 and 2), IFLAM-M (cluster 0) and INF-M (cluster 12) (Figures 3B and 3C). While the 
INF-M subtype, which was not detected in Wt cortical and spinal microglia at two months 
(Figures 1A and 1B), was induced in both cortical and spinal microglial populations in the Tg 
mice at the same stage (Figure 3D). The PLF-M subtype was only induced in the Tg cortical 
microglia but not in the spinal counterpart (Figure 3D).  
 
Age-gp120 interaction differentially promoted cortical and spinal microglial 
heterogeneity 

The data described above revealed differential plasticity of cortical and spinal microglial 
heterogeneity in response to age progression or gp120-induced pathogenesis. Next, we 
sought to test the interactive effect of age progression and gp120 on the expression of 
heterogeneity plasticity of cortical and spinal microglia. To this end, we determined the 
temporal profiles of cortical and spinal microglial subtypes at different ages (at two, four, and 
eight months) of the Tg mice. We observed that cortical microglia displayed distinct but 
overlapping subtypes with age progression.  Cortical microglial heterogeneity increased for 
the two-, four-, and eight-month-old Tg mice, compared with the cortical microglial subtypes 
from the age-matched Wt mice (Figure 4A). Five cortical microglial subtypes were identified 
in four-month-old Tg mice: HOM-M (including HOM-M1 and HOM-M2), IFLAM-M, INF-M and 
PLF-M, which were detected in the cortical microglia of two-month-old Tg mice, and a fifth 
new subtype (Figures 4A and 4B). This new subtype comprised 11% of the total cortical 
microglia, and was named as myelination/demyelination-related microglia (MYE-M) because 
it had the signature expression of genes that promote demyelination and remyelination (e.g. 
Lpl, Cst7, Igf1, Spp1, Fabp5, Itgax)(Bruce et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2011; Nomura et al., 2017). 
Compared to the age-matched Wt, the population of IFLAM-M increased in the two- and 
four-month-old Tg cortices (Figures 4B and 9).  The eight-month-old Tg cortical microglia 
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contained similar clusters with the two- and four-month-old Tg cortices except the MYE-M 
(Figures 4A and 4B). MYE-M that appeared in the four-month-old cortex was not detected in 
the eight-month-old Tg cortex (Figures 4A and 4B). In contrast, the INF-M and PLF-M 
remained (Figure 4B). The proportion of INF-M in the cortical microglia gradually increased 
from two to eight months in the Tg cortices and reached the highest at eight months which 
covering 11% of the total cortical microglial population (Figures 4B and 9). The population of 
PLF-M did not show changes in the Tg cortices with age progression (Figures 4B and 9).  

We found MYE-M emerged at four-month-old particularly interesting as this type of microglia 
uniquely expressed a set of genes (e.g. Lpl, Cst7, Igf1, Itgax, Lgals3, Spp1) (Figure 5A), 
which were also  the signature genes of the disease-associated microglia (DAM) identified 
from the brain of Alzheimer’s disease(Keren-Shaul et al., 2017). However, when comparing 
the upregulated genes in MYE-M (Excel table 1 sheet 4mTgBr_cluster_3_MYE-M) with that 
in DAM, we found that only 13% of the up-regulated genes in MYE-M were expressed in 
DAM (Figure 5B). This observation suggests that MYE-M and DAM are related but distinct 
microglial subtypes induced in the HIV-1 gp120 transgenic and the Alzheimer’s disease 
models, respectively. To verify MYE-M in vivo, we performed RNAscope in situ hybridization 
(ISH) of Cst7 mRNA, in combination with Iba1 immunostaining. The results showed Cst7 
mRNA in clusters of microglia in the four-month-old Tg cortex (Figure 5C). Cst7+ Iba1+ 

microglia consisted of < 1% of total cortical microglia in the Wt but increased to 12% in the 
Tg mice (Figure 5D).  We also performed immunostaining of Lgals3, another MYE-M marker. 
Lgals3+ Iba1+ microglia in the four-month-old Wt cortex only consisted of 1~2% of total 
cortical microglia, while Lgals3+ Iba1+ microglia made up ~10% of the cortical microglia in the 
four-month-old Tg mice (Figure 5E and 5F), consistent with the finding of 11% MYE-M 
revealed by scRNA-seq analysis. In contrast to the cortex, both Cst7+ Iba1+ and Lgals3+ 

Iba1+ microglia were very low in the four-month Wt and Tg spinal cord (Figures 5D and 5F).  

In contrast to the differentiation of multiple new cortical microglial subtypes in the Tg mice at 
two, four, and eight months compared with the Wt cortical microglia as described above, the 
spinal microglia in the Tg mice showed fewer new subtypes compared with their age-
matched Wt counterparts. We only observed the increase of microglial heterogeneity in the 
two- and four-month-old Tg mice, with the appearance of INF-M (Figures 6A and 6B) that 
constituted ~2% of the total spinal microglia population. We performed ISH of Irf7mRNA 
(one of INF-M feature genes revealed by scRNA-seq) to visualize the gp120-induced INF-M 
subtype of microglia in tissues, with Iba1 immunostaining to label microglia (Figure 7A). INF-
M microglia in the spinal and cortical tissues of the Wt and Tg mice of four-month-old 
revealed by ISH were quantified (Figure 7B). The INF-M subtype was not detected in the 4-
month Wt spinal cord, but constituted ~1% of the total spinal microglia population in the Tg 
mice. In the cortex, the INF-M subtype constituted   < 1% in the Wt but ~5% in the Tg mice. 
This data was consistent with the scRNA-seq results (Figure 9).  

The INF-M was not detected in the eight-month-old Tg spinal cord of either Wt or Tg mice 
(Figure 6C). In addition, the PLF-M observed in the Wt spinal cord at eight months was not 
detected in the eight-month-old Tg spinal cord (Figure 6C). Similar to the four-month-old Wt 
spinal microglia, the IFLAM-M in four-month-old Tg spinal microglia also differentiated into 
IFLAM-M1 and IFLAM-M2 groups (Figure 6B).  
 
Morphological comparison of HOM-M, MYE-M and INF-M   

After fluorescence staining of Lgals3 (a specific marker for MYE-M), we performed confocal 
imaging of the 3-D morphologies of MYE-M (Supplementary video 1) in four-month Tg cortex, 
and compared them with the morphologies of HOM-M (Supplementary video 2) in four-
month Wt cortex. HOM-M had small round-shaped cell bodies with long processes, while 
MYE-M showed bigger irregular cell bodies with bushy short processes. In contrast to HOM-
M that tended to spread, MYE-M often formed clusters,  in which cell bodies were in touch 
with each other and/or their processes were intermingled.  Due to the lack of specific 
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antibody, we visualized the morphology of INF-M by combined ISH of Irf7 mRNA and 
immunostaining of Iba1 (Supplementary video 3). However, less preserved 3-D 
morphologies of INF-M were imaged due to the thin section (7µm) and proteinase digestion 
required for ISH.  
 
Differential biological activity of cortical and spinal microglial subtypes in the gp120 
transgenic mice    

The above data revealed the differential plasticity of cortical and spinal microglial 
heterogeneity in the HIV-1 gp120 transgenic mouse. We next sought to investigate if the 
biological functions of the same microglial subtype in the cortex and the spinal cord were 
differentiated in the cortex and the spinal cord of the transgenic mice. To this end, we sought 
to compare the activity of the canonical pathways of cortical and spinal microglial subtypes in 
the Wt and gp120 Tg mice. Lists of upregulated genes with the adjust p-value (<0.05) for 
individual microglial clusters (Excel table 1 and table 2) from two-, four-, and eight-month-old 
Wt and Tg cortices and spinal cords were entered into Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (IPA) to 
evaluate the change in individual biological pathways (e.g. immune response and nervous 
signalling pathways). We found that many canonical pathways present in the same subtype 
of the cortical and spinal microglia were differentially regulated in the Tg mice (Figures 8A-
8D). For instance, some selected canonical pathways were evidently activated in both 
cortical and spinal HOM-M subtypes in Wt mice, especially at two and four months (Figures 
8A and 8C). However, these pathways, except the neuroinflammation signalling, were 
severely attenuated in the cortical HOM-M of the transgenic mice across all ages (Figure 8B). 
In the spinal cords, however, the attenuation of these pathways seemed to occur, but to a 
lesser degree compared with their cortical counterparts (Figure 8D).    
 
 
Discussion  

In this study, we compared 32,898 microglia from the two-, four-, and eight-month-old 
cortices and spinal cords using scRNA-seq approaches and characterized microglial 
subtypes in these CNS compartments based on cluster analysis. Notwithstanding the 
intrinsic technical caveats associated with scRNA-seq, the multi-way comparisons enabled 
by including samples from different tissues (cortices and spinal cords), different ages (two, 
four, and eight months) and different mouse lines (Wt and gp120 Tg) allowed us to evaluate 
the consistency among the data sets. In addition, our immunofluorescence staining and ISH 
confirmed the identified microglial subtypes such as MYE-M and INF-M in vivo.  Our results 
revealed overlapping but distinct microglial populations in the cortex and the spinal cord 
(Figure 9). The differential heterogeneity was further shown by the differences in their 
plasticity under two neurophysiological conditions relevant to the biological function of 
microglia: life span progression and pathogen exposure. The findings indicated that 
microglia in the cortical and spinal compartments are adapted to their local environments to 
fulfil their unique biological functions, by either differentiating into distinct subtypes or 
expressing differential plasticity of the same subtypes, or both.  
 

Cortical- and spinal-spatiotemporal microglial heterogeneity  

We found that microglia in the cortex and the spinal cord in two- and four-month-old Wt mice 
consisted of two subtypes: HOM-M and IFLAM-M. However, the proportions between HOM-
M and IFLAM-M were dramatically different in the cortex and the spinal cord. IFLAM-M 
comprised only a small portion (4-8%) of the cortical microglia, while about half of microglia 
were IFLAM-M in the spinal cord (Figure 9). Because IFLAM-M express inflammatory genes 
and likely play a critical role in the inflammatory response, these observations indicated that 
the cortex may have a more limited capacity in a microglia-mediated inflammatory response. 
In contrast, the large and more active population of the spinal IFLAM-M microglia suggested 
an increased capacity for microglia-mediated inflammatory response in the spinal cord. The 
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plasticity of spinal microglia was also suggested by the observation the spinal-specific plastic 
changes of the IFLAM-M during age progression.  

From two-month to eight-month of age, we did not see drastic changes of HOM-M in both 
the cortex and the spinal cord in Wt mice. In contrast, spinal IFLAM-M were detected as one 
cluster at two months, then differentiated into IFLAM-M1 and IFLAM-2 at four months and 
returned to one cluster at eight months (Figure 2B). IFLAM-M1 expressed cytokine genes 
(e.g. Tnf, Il1a, Il1b), and IFLAM-M2 expressed genes regulating cell activation and 
complementary response (e.g. Cd14, C5ar1, C3ar1).  

In the Wt cortex, the IFLAM-M subset disappeared at eight months (Figure 9). And a small 
new cluster of INF-M microglia was identified at this age. INF-M microglia were 
characterized by interferon-response genes, which are implicated in the age-related 
modulation of cognitive function(Baruch et al., 2014). Given the observation of an aging-
induced interferon-related microglia(Friedman et al., 2018; Hammond et al., 2019), the 
presence of INF-M at eight months may suggest interferon-related microglial activation 
during aging. It is unclear if there is a causal relationship between the disappearance of 
IFLAM-M and the appearance of INF-M in the eight-month-old cortex.  

In the eight-month-old Wt spinal cord, INF-M was not observed (Figure 9). Instead, a small 
cluster of PLF-M appeared, constituting 3% of spinal microglia (Figure 9). Because PLF-M 
expressed genes regulating cell cycle and proliferation and were not observed in the cortex 
of Wt mice at this stage, the appearance of spinal PLF-M indicated the occurrence of spinal-
specific microglial proliferation during this age.  

Together, the temporal comparisons of the scRNA-seq analysis of cortical and spinal 
microglia of Wt mice revealed that microglia in these two CNS compartments have distinct 
heterogeneity and age-related plasticity. These findings suggest compartment-specific 
differentiation of the biological function of microglia to maintain local homeostatic function of 
the CNS. 
 
Cortical- and spinal- spatiotemporal plasticity of microglial heterogeneity in the HIV-1 
gp120 transgenic mice 

Temporal comparisons of scRNA-seq analyses revealed marked differences of microglial 
heterogeneity in the cortex and the spinal cord of the gp120 transgenic mice (Figure 9). 
Relative to their Wt counterparts, in addition to the HOM-M and IFLAM-M subtypes, cortical 
microglia in the Tg mice formed three new subtypes, i.e., INF-M, MYE-M, and PLF-M, while 
spinal microglia from transgenic mice only differentiated one new subtype, INF-M (Figure 9). 
PLF-M and MYE-M were cortical-specific in the transgenic mice.  

Although INF-M was shared by both the Tg cortical and the spinal microglia, it showed 
different temporal profiles in these compartments. Cortical INF-M were present at all three 
time points and increased in its proportions with age progression (Figure 9). On the other 
hand, spinal INF-M appeared at both two and four months with a small, steady percentage 
but disappeared at eight months (Figure 9).  As type I interferon-induced reactive microglia 
were implicated in engulfing neuronal and synaptic elements (Bialas et al., 2017), the 
increase of the cortical INF-M population as age progresses may be related to neuronal 
damages during aging of HIV-1 patients. Type I interferon in the spinal cords is implicated in 
pain suppression(Liu et al., 2016). It would be of interest in future studies to determine if INF-
M contributes to the pathogenesis in the spinal pain neural circuits induced by HIV-1 
neurotoxins.   

PLF-M was a cortical-specific microglial subtype that was present at all stages in the 
transgenic mice but absent in the spinal cord. The presence of PLF-M indicated that this 
subset of cortical microglia was in proliferating states in the transgenic mice. Since cluster of 
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PLF-M is isolated from all other microglial clusters on the tSNE plots, this type of microglia 
maybe differentiated from a different lineage such as microglia-progenitor cell which would 
eventually develop into one of the microglial subtypes in the Tg cortex.  In contrast, the lack 
of PLF-M in the spinal cord suggested low proliferation and less diversity of spinal microglia 
in the transgenic HIV model.  

MYE-M was another cortical-specific subtype identified in the transgenic mice. However, 
unlike the PLF-M subtype, MYE-M was only detected in the four-month-old Tg cortex (Figure 
9). Signature genes of MYE-M (e.g. Lpl, Cst7, Igf1, Itgax, Lgals3, Spp1) (Figure 5A) were 
also found to be expressed in microglial subtypes (e.g. DAM) in neurodegeneration 
models(Friedman et al., 2018; Hammond et al., 2019; Keren-Shaul et al., 2017; Masuda et 
al., 2019).  We compared the upregulated genes from MYE-M and DAM and found only 18 
out of 138 MYE-M enriched genes overlapped with that from DAM (Figure 5B). The 
overlapping genes included Cst7, Lpl, and Itgax that are involved in myelinogenic processes 
(Wlodarczyk et al., 2017) and phagocytosis (Reichert and Rotshenker, 2019), suggesting 
MYE-M might be involved in phagocytosis and myelination. Gp120 induced MYE-M in the Tg 
brain cortices (Figures 5C and 5E). As DAM was implicated in clearance of damaged 
neurons associated with Alzheimer’s disease(Keren-Shaul et al., 2017), it is tempting to 
speculate a similar role of MYE-M. However, because MYE-M and DAM have many non-
overlapping signature genes, these subtypes likely have their specific biological functions. 
As most MYE-M were observed as clusters, it is possible that they are at a state of 
proliferation.   

Transgenic expression of gp120 causes synapse loss and glial reaction resembling the 
abnormalities in brains of HIV patients(Toggas et al., 1994). Gp120 also induces spinal 
neuropathologies, including synapse degeneration(Ru et al., 2019; Yuan et al., 2014), 
myelin abnormalities(Shi. et al. 2016) and microglial activation(Yuan et al. 2014).  It would be 
important for future studies to determine the potential contribution of the gp120-induced 
microglial subtypes identified in this study to the development of the neurological pathologies.  

In summary, our findings reveal differential microglial heterogeneity in the cortex and the 
spinal cord of mice. They also show that microglia in these two CNS compartments have 
different plasticity in response to  age progression or HIV-1 gp120. The results are 
consistent with the emerging view that  brain and spinal microglia differ in their 
development(Xuan et al., 2019).  It will be interesting for future studies to elucidate the 
biological function and the differentiation mechanisms of the compartment-associated 
microglial heterogeneity and plasticity. In addition, given the recent finding of sexual 
dimorphism of microglia (Bordeleau et al., 2019), it will be important to determine if the 
differential heterogeneity and plasticity of brain and spinal microglia are sex-related.  
 
Limitations of Study: The data presented were generated by using the mixed gender 
animals. The potential sex-related differences of microglial heterogeneity could not be 
revealed in this study. In the future, it will be important to determine if the differential 
heterogeneity and plasticity of brain and spinal microglia are sex-related. 
 
 
Resource Availability 
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Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will 
be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Shao-Jun Tang (shtang@UTMB.EDU). 

Materials Availability 

This study did not generate any new unique reagents.  
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Raw data for single cell RNA-seq used in this paper can be accessed at 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/ using the accession number GSE155081.The code used 
for the analysis described in this paper can be accessed at https://github.com/tang-lab/sc-
microglia-heterogeneity. 
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Main figure titles and legends 

Figure 1. Single cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) analysis revealed region-specific 
microglial subtypes from the two-month-old wild type (Wt) brain cortex (2mWtBr) and 
spinal cord (2mWtSp).  A & B. t-SNE plots identified microglial clusters (blue dot line 
circled) in 2mWtBr (A) and 2mWtSp (B). Based on the expressed signature genes, the 
microglial clusters were defined as homeostatic microglia (HOM-M) and proinflammatory 
microglia (IFLAM-M). The cortical HOM-M was further segregated into HOM-M1 and HOM-
M2 groups. Violin plots below the t-SNE plots shows the expression of the microglial 
markers Cx3cr1, P2ry12, and Tmem119 from the t-SNE clusters. We defined the clusters 
with detectable expression of all three markers as microglia. VSMC: vascular smooth muscle 
cell. C Seurat’s Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) analysis showed that spinal microglia 
partially overlapped with cortical microglia, indicating cortical- and spinal-specific microglial 
heterogeneity. D. Gene expression heatmap shows the population of inflammatory microglia 
was big in spinal cord but small in the cortex. The columns in D represent the subset of all 
microglia from 2mWtBr and 2mWtSp. Each row: a gene; each column: a microglial cell. See 
also Figures S1 and S2.  

Figure 2. Different temporal plasticity of mouse cortical and spinal microglial 
heterogeneity. A. The temporal profiles of cortical microglial subtypes in two-, four-, and 
eight-month-old Wt mice. HOM-M were polarized into HOM-M1 and HOM-M2 at all ages. 
HOM-M2 displayed with a characteristic down-regulation of genes including Rps11, Rps21, 
Rpl26, Rgs10 (blue boxes) genes coding for ribosomal protein and regulator of G protein 
signaling. IFLAM-M was a small subtype of cortical microglia identified at two and four 
months but not at eight months. A subtype of interferon related microglia (INF-M) appeared 
at 8-month. The signature highly expressed genes in specific clusters were indicated in pink 
boxes. We only highlighted genes upregulated (red) or downregulated (blue) in the 
corresponding clusters compared to HOM-M1.  B. The temporal profiles of spinal microglial 
subtypes in two-, four- and eight-month-old Wt mice. IFLAM-M were segregated into two 
sub-clusters (IFLAM-M1 and IFLAM-M2) at 4 months with their specific set of upregulated 
genes (pink boxes). At eight months, a small microglial cluster expressing genes regulating 
cell cycle and proliferation (PLF-M) appeared. C. Quantitative differences of cortical and 
spinal microglia expressing specific inflammation related genes, at different ages. Spinal 
microglia had a markedly higher portion to express a set of inflammatory regulatory genes 
than cortical microglia, at all ages checked. See also Figures S3-S5.  
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Figure 3. Region-specific microglial heterogeneity in two-month-old HIV-1 gp120 
transgenic (Tg) mice. A and B. t-SNE analysis identified five cortical (2mTgBr) and four 
spinal (2mTgSp) microglial clusters (circled by blue-dot lines) from the two-month-old Tg 
mice. The microglial identity was defined by the co-expression of multiple microglial markers 
as shown in violin plots below t-SNE plots. C. Feature plots of signature genes of INF-M (red 
circles) and PLF-M (green circles) in 2mTgBr, and INF-M (black circles) in 2mTgSp 
demonstrate the portion of the corresponding subtypes in the cortical and spinal microglia. D. 
Heat map showed both INF-M and PLF-M microglia in the cortex but only INF-M in the spinal 
cord of the gp120 Tg mice. Gp120 did not significantly change the population of IFLAM-M in 
the cortex and spinal cord at two months. However, we can see the proportion of spinal 
IFLAM-M are much larger in both Wt and Tg mice than in the Wt and Tg cortices, 
respectively. The columns represent the subsets of all microglia from two-month Wt and Tg 
cortices and spinal cords.   
 
Figure 4. Comparison of the temporal profiles of cortical microglial heterogeneity of 
Wt and gp120 Tg mice. A. tSNE plots of Wt and Tg cortical microglia at different ages. The 
cortical microglial subtypes of the Tg mice at two, four and eight months increased, 
compared to the Wt counterparts at the corresponding ages; this was particularly clear at 4 
months. The signature genes expressed in the individual clusters were indicated in the pink 
boxes. B. Heatmap showed the expression of feature genes of IFLAM-M, 
myelination/demyelination-related microglia (MYE-M), INF-M and PLF-M subtypes. MYE-M 
(black rectangle) was only observed in the four-month-old Tg cortices, while INF-M (blue 
rectangle) gradually increased with age progression in Tg cortices.  The columns represent 
the subsets of all microglia from each dataset.  
 
Figure 5. Verification of MYE-M in the Wt and Tg spinal and cortical tissue of four-
month-old.  A. Feature plots showing the signature genes of MYE-M in the four-month-old 
Tg cortex (4mTgBr).  B. Venn diagram showed that 13% of the up-regulated genes in MYE-
M were expressed in DAM (disease associated microglia) identified in Alzheimer’s disease 
(see also Excel table 1). C. RNAscope in situ hybridization (ISH) demonstrated the 
expression of Cst7 mRNAs (white) in the Wt and Tg cortical microglia (red) (labeled by Iba1 
immunostaining). D. Population of Cst7+Iba1+ microglia in the Wt and Tg cortex and spinal 
cord.  E. Fluorescent immunostaining revealed the expression of Lgals3 (red) protein in the 
Wt and Tg cortical microglia (green) (labeled by Iba1 immunostaining). F. The population of 
Lgals3+Iba1+ microglia in the Wt and Tg spinal cord and cortex. **: p-value<0.01 4mWtSp vs 
4mTgSp. **: p-value <0.01 4mWtBr vs 4mTgBr. ††: p<0.05 4mTgSp vs 4mTgBr. n=3. Scale 
bar: 10µm. Data are represented as mean ± SEM. See also Supplementary Video 1 and 
Video 2.  

Figure 6. Comparison of the temporal profiles of spinal microglial heterogeneity of Wt 
and gp120 Tg mice. Compared to their Wt counterparts, INF-M was the only new subtype 
induced in two- (A) and four-month-old Tg mice (B).  On the other hand, the PLF-M subtype 
detected in Wt mice at eight months was not detected in the Tg mice at this age (C).  The 
signature genes of specific clusters are indicated in pink boxes.  

Figure 7. Verification of INF-M in the Wt and Tg spinal and cortical tissue of four-
month-old.  A.  ISH demonstrated the expression of Irf7mRNA (green) (one of INF-M 
marker genes) in the cortical microglia (red) (labelled by Iba1 immunostaining). B. 
Population of Irf+Iba1+ microglia in the Wt and Tg spinal cord and cortical tissue of four-
month-old. Scale bar: 10µm. **: p-value<0.01 4mWtSp vs 4mTgSp.  **: p-value <0.01 
4mWtBr vs 4mTgBr. ††: p<0.05 4mTgSp vs 4mTgBr. n=3. Scale bar: 10µm. Data are 
represented as mean ± SEM. 
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Figure 8. The effect of HIV-1 gp120 on cortical and spinal microglial nervous signaling 
pathways. A. Importing the upregulated list of genes of each cluster into Ingenuity Pathway 
Analysis (IPA) predicted the activated nervous signaling pathways of cortical microglia in the 
two-, four-, and eight-month-old Wt cortices. B. The activated cortical microglial signaling 
were severely suppressed by gp120 in the Tg brain cortices at all ages.   C. IPA predicted 
the activated nervous signaling pathways of spinal microglia in the two-, four-, and eight-
month-old Wt spinal cords. D. The activated nervous signaling of spinal microglia were 
differentially attenuated by gp120 in the Tg spinal cords. Note the signaling of spinal 
microglia were attenuated in a less degree compared to that of the cortical microglia. Orange: 
activated signaling. Blue: inhibited signaling. Dot: not significantly changed. See also Excel 
table 1 and table 2.  

Figure 9. A summary pie charts show the relative proportions of individual microglial 
subtypes in Wt and Tg cortices and spinal cords at two, four, eight months.  

 

Supplemental video 

Supplementary Video 1 (Related to Figure 5). 3-D video of MYE-M in the four-month Tg 
cortex. Lgals3: red; Iba1: green; DAPI: blue.  

Supplementary Video 2 (Related to Figure 5). 3-D video of HOM-M in the four-month Wt 
cortex. Lgals3: red; Iba1: green; DAPI: blue.  

Supplementary Video 3 (Related to Figure 7). 3-D video of INF-M in the four-month Tg 
cortex. Irf7: green; Iba1: red; DAPI: blue.  

Excel table 1. Lists of upregulated genes in each microglial cluster from the two-, four- and 
eight-month-old Wt and Tg brain cortices (Related to Figure 5 and 8).  

Excel table 2. Lists of upregulated genes in each microglial cluster from the two-, four- and 
eight-month-old Wt and Tg spinal cords (Related to Figure 8).  

Please see “Methods” in the Information for Authors for more details. Jo
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� Highlight 1. Mouse cortical and spinal microglia are different in their subtype ratios.  
� Highlight 2. Cortical and spinal microglia differentiate differently during age progression. 
� Highlight 3. Cortical and spinal microglia differentiate differently in HIV-1 gp120 mice.  
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